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The overarching questions addressed in the national studies and field work seem to me to be very
good ones for drawing out key similarities and differences between the systems considered -
particular the question about aims and objectives of VET. I also liked the approach of the Finnish
team in taking specific sectors, since sectors are as valid a unit for comparison as national systems.
Apart from the general learning value of taking a cross-cultural team-based approach to the
investigation, some interesting substantive comparative observations were made - ie in relation to
the somewhat greater stress on the broader aims of civic / social preparation observed in Finnish
institutions compared with their UK counterparts, and the emphasis on process control (termed
bureaucratic control in the German team report) in German institutions compared with quality
control through evaluation in the UK. Both these accord with other research findings.

A few additional points come to mind:

- As part of the preparation, it would probably be worth specifying the sub research questions
somewhat more in order to enhance  the focus ie how far are the VET objectives oriented to work
preparation and how far to general preparation for life etc? How far are skills onjective defined in
terms of specific occupations or groups of occupations? Which bodies are involved in setting the
objectives gives the impression that the focus of questions is rather driven by the 'respondants'
(although this is fairly inevitable given that the situation does not easily permit structured
interviews).

- the fieldwork observations and discussions are clearly hugely useful in providing an experiential
'feel' for the different systems under consideration, but given practical constraints they are
inevitably limited in terms of the generalizability of the findings (as the report rightly notes).
However, the generalizability could be increased by 'triangulating' more with information from
documentary sources. The report begins to do this by summarising main curriculum requirements,
but this was not done in much detail or in a systematic comparative fashion. For example, in
relation to the issues considered about who determines the objectives, some basic factual
information about the process of standard setting - who is involved, at what points, with what remits
etc would have provided useful points of reference for the teacher and student comments about who
decides.

- there were some interesting comparative observations about different priorities in VET in the
different countries, but more could have been made of the comparisons between sectors.

- It might be helpful to reference some of the secondary literature consulted in the background work
to the studies to reinforce the analysis. eg - in relation to the very interesting points (p. 60) dealing
with the way in which VET at the workplace prepares people for dealing with the unexpected in a
way that school-based VET cannot - Koike and Inoki on Skills Formation in East Asia (different
context admittedly but theoretically relevant) makes this the central part of their thesis about the
value of work-based learning.

- The strength of the cross-cultural multi-perspective approach is suggested in the report with
reference to the useful discussions where different 'national' perspectives challenged other taken for
granted 'national perspectives'. Would the cross-cultural aims of the module be enhanced by having
different national teams address the same questions - at least as one strand of the work.



- generally re comparative work, the research certainly begins to systematically record similarities
and differences between elements of VET systems, which is an essential first step. Taking it to the
next stage would be interesting ie to use comparative analysis to establish causes and effects. You
cannot go very far with qualitative studies of three cases, obviously, but there is some material here
which would allow you to say which contextual factors present in certain cases but not in others
may be considered possible conditions of certain observed effects where they are present. Eg is
quality assurance in Germany possible without UK style institutional evaluation because of the
extent of regulation over process that is absent in the UK case? Where does the Finnish case fit in
with this?

Anyway - thanks the report which I enjoyed reading.

Andy


